
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 8 
Date: 30 August 2018 
Time: 1700H 
Venue:  PSA 
  
Attendees(Sponsor): Jay, Boon Chong 
Attendees(Member): Liu Jie, Xiaohang, Jianan, Zhihao, Jonathan 
Absent: NA 

Agenda 
1. Update the client about UAT1 result, and schedule for the UAT2 
2. Ask for more FAQ to test the chatbot competencies and perform two-level            

category analysis 
3. Propose feedback function implementation 

a. Passive way: whenever the user closes the chatbot, pop up a window            
for feedback 

b. Active way: 
i. Create a button for submitting feedback 
ii. Whenever user wants to submit a feedback, input keyword         

“feedback” in the chatbot 
4. Propose “inform user on down time” function 

a. When there is a systems upgrade 
b. When there is a server down accident 
c. When there is unknown reasons that causes connection fails. 

Notes, issues, decisions 
1. Chatbot Changes / Function Implementation 

a. Container API call should support both with/without space 
b. Do not count API calls into resolved questions & questions asked 
c. [Inform user on downtime]: Display the announcement after welcome 

message is displayed. The bubble display should be different from 
normal conversations(maybe pink or the text in different color) 

d. Break the linkage between the FAQ table and Analysis table. Remove 
the FAQ ID primary key from the analysis data table. 

e. Try to create a documentation for python packages installation and 
send to Boon Chong. //VITAL IMPORTANCE! Get this started and we 
may be able to deploy it on their development server before project 
deadline 
 

2. Admin Portal Changes / Function Implementation 
a. Filtering function can be improved. The current logic does not provide 

good user experience. 
b. Change from “select details” to “select date” 
c. For hit analysis bar graph, use GREEN RED BLUE colour scheme 
d. Add accuracy rate figure on the dashboard, which shows the filtered 

result 



e. Search function will be done for the FAQ database management 
f. [Optional add-on]: when creating new question record, choose the 

category from the drop down list, instead of typing in 
g. [Inform user on downtime]: create a new page that the admin staff 

could create announcement message to be displayed on the chatbot. 
Required input:  

i. Date & time to start and stop display the announcement 
ii. The message content 

h. Adapt angular 4 for front-end framework 
 

3. New UAT instruction form should be designed and send to PSA as soon as 
possible 

4. Information to get from Boon Chong: 
a. New vessel data since the current ones are no longer valid 
b. More FAQ data for two-level category analysis 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1830H. These minutes will be circulated and adopted             
if there are no amendments reported in the next three days.  

Next meeting scheduled on 13 Sept (Thursday) at 1700H. 

 

Prepared by Xiaohang 

Vetted and edited by Liu Jie  


